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“If there is clear-cutting, that would kill the forest; the MNR is a fiefdom in the 
Ontario Government.”     Chief Gary Potts, Globe & Mail, Sept. 1988 
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                            A Report on the Effects of Increased Access  

            on the Temagami Canoe Culture from an Historical Perspective 

Author’s Background: 

1976-1983: Resource Technician II, Temagami District OMNR, cartographer, researcher, park 
technician. Mapped inventory of canoe routes for government publication (Temagami Canoe 
Routes); created trails maintenance programs; cartographer/researcher on first draft of the Lady 
Evelyn-Smoothwater Park (with Derryk Renton/planner); cartographer for the OMNR during FN 
land negotiations.  

1984-present: Tourist Operator, sustainable trail builder (EcoTrailbuilders), wilderness guide, 
photographer, artist, author (12 books including “Voyages – Canada’s Heritage Rivers” which 
won the Natural Resources Council of America Award for best environmental book, 1994). 

- 35 years consulting for the Eco & Adventure Tourism travel industry 

- Co-Founder of Earthroots environment group, Toronto (formerly, Temagami Wilderness 
Society). Currently on the board of directors as field consultant. 

- Survival instructor for Outward Bound (past). 

- Mapped 1,250 km. of the Great Trail (Trans Canada Trail, 2010-16). 

- Worked with Manitoba Tourism & Parks Canada to develop an Adventure Tourism 
strategy for 19 provincial rivers (two publications/Firefly Books). 

- Consulted with Newfoundland/Labrador province on an Eco-adventure strategy. 

- Ontario Trails Strategy, Trails Classification Standards panel of experts (representing 
provincial water trails) Carol Oitment/Ontario gov. 

- Member: Ontario Trails Council & Friends of Temagami 

- International Fellow: Explorers’ Club & Royal Canadian Geographical Society. 

- Recipient of the Bill Mason Award for Lifetime Achievement in River Conservation. 

General Statement: 

It is the intent of this report to illustrate the damaging effects of access over time as it pertains to 
one of Ontario’s valuable back-country tourism regions. The report clearly indicates the 
OMNRF’s lack of moral, ethical, philosophical and applied management practices, a well-
prescribed resource bias in favour of forestry logging interests, a long-standing history of 
manipulation of facts and documents and, an obvious unfamiliarity with the importance of non-
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consumptive, non-timber tourism values as it pertains to National & Global trends, health 
initiatives and the movement towards sustainable resource use. 

To fully understand the implications which current FMP’s have on the Canoe Culture in 
Temagami, I have set forth a chronology of historical documents and facts that lead up to the 
present day. As well, the report focuses on the OMNRF’s negligence in their ability to control, 
maintain or restrict legal or illegal access to remote areas, with no guarantees for the near future.  

An Historical Perspective of Temagami: 

The Nastawgan (aboriginal trails)  

These are comprised of the onigum, or summer water trails, and the bon-ka-nah, or winter trails. 
The Te-mee-ah-gamaw anishinawbeg, or “Deep Water People” called the world around them 
N’Daki Menan…”our land.” 

There are upwards of 1,300 nastawgan trails within traditional territories and have shown 
continuous use for the past 5,000 years. The Temagami nastawgan comprise the largest, intact 
aboriginal trail system in the world. 

The Temagami Wilderness area canoe trails follow the identical boundary of N’Daki Menan, the 
Lady Evelyn-Smoothwater Wilderness Park is in the heart of traditional territories. 

There are more than 3,250 kilometers of backcountry trails in this unique setting, and one of the 
largest inter-connected waterway systems in the world. 

The old-growth pine forests supported the First Nations with a practical and spiritual bounty. The 
highpoints are places of reverence and sheer beauty. 

Up until J.R Booth began to remove huge tracts of forest (lower Montreal & Sturgeon Rivers) in 
the late 1800’s, N’Daki Menan had remained the same for centuries. 
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Report on Protection of Identified 
Aboriginal Values - Comprehensive 
Planning Committee 

“The Forest Management Planning 
Manual shall include requirements for 
preparation of a Report on Protection of 
Identified Aboriginal Values for 
Aboriginal Communities in or adjacent 
to the Management Unit during the 
planning of operations.” As Reported to 
OMNRF 

Summary of Evidence of Thor 
Conway ~ Regional Archaeologist for 
the OMNRF 

The following transcripts are from the testimony given to the Crown during the Land Claim 
Hearings. Conway worked in the Temagami District in the 1970’s & ‘80’s, predominantly 
researching in the east part of the district. His tenure was terminated prematurely because of the 
number of archaeological sites that could hamper forestry operations. Refer to map below. 

Volume 10-Pg. 1753, Exhibit 17-1 
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“I say these 137 archaeological sites* probably represent less than 10% of the archaeological 
potential of the district. Their distribution is a reflection of archaeological activity at various 
lakes. Many important areas have not been studied.” 

(site management paper by Thor Conway “Archaeological sites located in the Ministry of 
Natural Resources Temagami District”, Oct. 21, 1982). 

Pg. 1781 – Line 17  “I would say that the best possible estimate I can make is that we have 
located perhaps 10 percent of the archaeological sites and that is being rather conservative.” 

*Documentation in the OMNR’s Sensitive Features Reports; there were three binders containing 
archaeological findings, prescribed ANSI sites, unresolved issues, district features. These went 
missing when the OMNR office in Temagami was closed and moved to North Bay. 

Statement: 

With regards to the 2019-29 FMP and the 
requirement to Identify Aboriginal Values; how 
is this possible when the OMNR archaeologist 
has determined that only 10% of the districts 
Aboriginal Values have been documented AND 
there have been no further studies done to 
improve or enhance this important inventory. 

Areas as represented by the accompanying map 
in blocks also represent the areas most heavily 
networked with forestry access roads, and within 
areas of concern. Only a small percentage of 
archaeological sites remain protected within 
parks or reserves. 

   

Rock Paintings at Temagami District ~ W.H.C. Phillips, Annual Archaeological Report 1906 

“The first series of paintings or drawings were found on the west side of the north arm of 
Diamond or non-wa-kaming Lake, a short distance south of Lady Evelyn Falls, or about 32 miles 
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from Temagami. The second series was on the west side of the south arm of Lady Evelyn Lake, 
just north of Lady Evelyn Falls, or about 2 miles from the first series.” 

Statement: 

The Mattawapika Dam, located at the confluence of the Lady Evelyn and Montreal Rivers (Lady 
Evelyn Lake outlet), was constructed in 1925. It flooded all the prehistoric aboriginal 
archaeological and heritage sites on Lady Evelyn lake. It was first constructed to raise the water 
level of the river so that logs could be hauled out easily and sent down the Montreal River. 

Diamond Lake and historic site of “Fort Destruction” was a short-lived fur trade post that was set 
up by Bear Island First Nations to counter rival trade in the late 1800’s. The site was occupied by 
the Teme Augama Anishnabeg up until 1942 when A.J. Murphy built a dam at the outflow of the 
lake, flooding them out permanently. Murphy, an agent for J.R. Booth, had cutting limits around 
Diamond Lake and told the natives that “they had no right to occupy the land.” 

Sharp Rock Portage was the original north outflow of Lake Temagami before logging companies 
built a berm-type dam in the 1950’s to facilitate a ‘jack-ladder’ for moving timber. 

These operations were carried out without considerations for the environment or for the welfare 
of the local First Nations. This illustrates the dominance of the forest industry that operated 
without exemption and established a carte blanche attitude that carried on through to the present. 

The forest industry claims that logging has taken place in Temagami for the past 125 years. The 
map on the next page shows the Temagami Forest Reserve (later changed to Temagami 
Provincial Forest). Although J.R. Booth was logging the lower Montreal River and lower 
Sturgeon River at the turn of the century, the Temagami Forest Reserve restricted logging in the 
general Lake Temagami area until well into the 1920’s. Even then, logging practices were 
selective, non-invasive and still confined to non-remote areas or wherever the terrain allowed 
skidding timber out by horse and sleigh. 

A.J. Murphy operated camps north of Diamond Lake and ran logs down the lower Lady Evelyn, 
south channel, and the lower Makobe River in the late 1940’s. “The Depot” and “Diamond 
Camp”, along with several smaller camboose camps were located in this area. Logging practices 
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through the 1950’s and 1960’s was incidental, localized and primitive. Logging at the perimeter 
of the wilderness core did not take place until the 1970’s. 

! !   
A.J.Murphy’s Camp “The Depot”                        Diamond Lake Camp showing horse drawn sleighs 

 

Temagami as a Tourist Mecca 

Recreational Canoeing was already taking place in Temagami before the turn of the last century. 
Camp Keewaydin – the world’s oldest canoe camp – set up permanency on Devil’s Island in 
1901. Shortly after the railroad was built, Dan O’Connor constructed three hotels on Lake 
Temagami by 1906. The following are excerpts from early tourist brochures. 
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“Nestling in the midst of the green 
fastnesses of the Timagami Forest 
Reserve…Timagami, with its rolling, 
pine-clad hillsides stretching away into 
the blue haze of the distance; its 
evergreen islets set in azure blue; its 
sinuous passages leading on and on to 
marvellous and more marvellous 
revelations of primitive beauty; its 
cerulean skies and crystal waters, teach 
its visitors the deep truth of that very 
wise and very ancient saw, ‘it is not all 
of fishing to fish.” 

                                                                           The Canadian Magazine, 1918 

“The Timagami Forest Reserve: A magnificent area of pinelands constitutes the Timagami Forest 
Reserve. Stretching 100 miles from N. to S. and 90 miles from E. to W., it comprises a virgin 
territory of nearly 4 million acres. No settler or lumberman has been nor will be allowed to 
despoil it of its wooded wealth. Each rugged promontory and towering hill, the watered valleys 
and the rocky islands remain as they were centuries ago, clothed in the forest primeval.” 

         Canadian National Railway Brochure, 1923, “Temagami – the gem of the Northland” 

“Temagami Forest Reserve: Four million acres of pine lands, alt. 989 ft. extending 100 miles N. 
and S. and 90 miles E. and W. – a net work of streams and rivers. Noted for caribou, moose and 
red deer, grouse, geese, ducks, bear, fox, marten, etc. are numerous. Fine fishing for bass, 
pickerel, lake trout, speckled trout, good maskinonge fishing, just outside the reserve. Principal 
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waters are Lakes Temagami, Evelyn, Obabika, Metawabika, Bay, Rabbit, Anima Nipissing. Lake 
Evelyn region is best for speckled trout. There are well kept portage trails between the lakes.” 

         Northern Ontario Ready Reference (Province of Ontario Publication, 1929) 

“Temagami Park: 64 miles north on King’s Hwy 11, through a virgin pine forest, a real scenic 
driveway, into a country of untouched streams and lakes.” 

              “The Key to the North” ~ City of North Bay Brochure, 1937 

Statement:  Tourism & Logging Co-exist 

It is easy to understand the compatibility of the two resource entities during the period between 
1930 and 1970. Tourism had already fashioned itself as a primary Temagami destination since 
the turn of the century. The town of Temagami boasted of the world’s largest winter carnival. 
Tourism was a year-round economic boon; along with contractors and cottage and lodge 
construction, forestry operations also added employment opportunities. Canoe camps flourished 
(Keewaydin, Wabun, Temagami, Wanapitei) along with camps from Algonquin Park, utilized the 
Temagami backcountry canoe routes. As the early tourism brochures attest, Temagami was 
acknowledged as a “primitive” wilderness destination for paddlers, anglers and hunters. Logging 
was restricted by landscape and the ability of horses to move timber to close proximity to lakes 
or rivers for booming. Cutting methods were still primitive, most roads were winter roads, select 
harvesting left forests intact and the noise level was minimal during operating hours, 
predominantly in the winter months. 

                                                                Forestry, Parks and Access in the 1970’s 

At this time, forestry operations began pushing into the 
periphery of the core wilderness; into the north end of 
what is now Lady Evelyn-Smoothwater Park; into the 
lower Pinetorch Corridor area; Rabbit Lake and along the 
Johns Manville Road (Red Squirrel Road). 

In 1976 I was hired by the OMNR, Temagami District, to 
map out all canoe trails for a general publication, and to 
provide a working template for protection. Clearcut 
logging practices began infringing on several of the canoe 
routes. There were no environmental codes at the time and 
forestry companies wrote, submitted and carried out their 
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own FMP’s without objection. 

The new inventory of canoe trails covered four administrative districts: Temagami, Kirkland 
Lake, Sudbury & North Bay, in order to encapsulate a natural pattern of inter-connecting trails. 
The other districts did not engage or support the creation of the canoe trail inventory stating that 
“it would oblige them to maintain these trails within their respective districts and there was little 
money to divest in Crown Land maintenance.”  

 The established inventory 
matches the traditional 
territory of the Temagami 
First Nation. Both provide a 
ready template for improved 
management of special areas 
based on a cultural and 
geophysical rationale. The 
OMNRF, through this 
intiative, fully recognized that 
the Temagami wilderness was 
a unique provincial feature. 

Unfortunately, the 
proliferation of new access 
roads and a provincial scheme 
to develop Maple Mountain, 
set a confrontational stage for 
activism by First Nations and 

Environment groups. Chee-bay-jing, or, Maple Mountain was revered by the TFN as a sacred 
place of burial and a popular hiking trail by canoeists. 

Maple Mountain & Activism 

The Temagami FN initiated a Land Caution that lasted two decades; this did not stop clearcut 
logging operations or road building. These operations began encroaching on the prescribed 
wilderness periphery, particularly along the Johns-Manville Road (Red Squirrel Road) and into 
many other parts of the district once enjoyed for pristine canoeing and recreation. New access to 
lakes were created wherever roads were built. Maple Mountain Committee, The Alliance for the 
Preservation of the Lady Evelyn Wilderness were founded and objections were tabled before the 
OMNR and reaction was fashioned around how any mitigations would affect forestry operations. 
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Lady Evelyn-Smoothwater Wilderness Park ~ A Failure 

During my tenure with the OMNRF in Temagami, as a field technician in the Lands & Parks 
Branch, I made it known clearly to supervisors that there was an obvious indiscretion within the 
Forestry Branch activities. Communications between branches was poor. 

 

SENSITIVE FEATURES 
REPORT OMNR 

Lady Evelyn River existed as a 
‘Wild River Park’ in the mid 
1970’s. This OMNR document 
recommended that access to the 
river be modified because of 
riparian damage. My Lands & 
Parks Branch issued an SEO-54 
(Minister’s Order) to take action 
on this problem. It was turned 
down by Regional Office because 
it would restrict access by logging 
trucks now crossing the river. The 
SFR was not available to the 
public. The District Sensitive 
Features were contained in three 
binders (now missing). 
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Access, Gate & Forestry Activity Infractions 1976 to 1988 (OMNR Data Files) 

GATE INFRACTIONS: 

1976 – Red Squirrel Road (7) 

1977 – Liskeard Lumber Road (4) 

             Wasaks Lake Road (3) 

1978 – Goulard Lumber Road (1) 

             Liskeard Lumber Road (4) 

             Wasaks Lake Road (1) 

1979 – Red Squirrel Road (3) 

             Liskeard Lumber Road (2) 

1980 – Red Squirrel Road (6) 

1981 – Goulard Lumber Road (2) 

1983 – Goulard Lumber Road (5) 

             Red Squirrel Road (2) 

1984 – Red Squirrel Road (1) 

1986 – Liskeard Lumber Road (6) 

1987 – Red Squirrel Road (2) 

Total:   49 infractions 

WAWIAGAMA GATE, CAMP & ROAD 

1982 – July 6, OMNR found trail cut to Wawiagama Lake & truck parked at lakeshore, Goulard      
made trail impassable to vehicles. Aug 3, instructed company to keep gate closed at all times 
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1986 – Feb. 5, OMNR found 3 people at camp who were told they were not to be there. 

1987 – May 15, memo regarding better gate and noted ATV access to camp on Obabika Lake. 

            Sept. 17, OMNR insisted a proper gate be put up. 

1988 – Feb. 10, memo to Goulard regarding use of camp for other purposes and indicated if this 
continues they would be required to remove camps. 

Statement: 

It was well known that OMNR Conservation Officers and staff were threatened by members of 
the West Nipissing Outdoors Association (WNOA) and the West Nipissing Access Group 
(WNAG), supported by the Ontario Federation of Anglers & Hunters (“Access is Our Right” 
campaign, 1988). The gate had been repeatedly torn down. The illegal access to Cross Lake was 
also a contentious issue. 

“Once the fishing season is open, we are going to organize a camp-in…get 100 people in there 
and rebuild the access.”  Benoit Serre (WNOA) ~ Nugget Jan. 1988 

The gate at Round Lake (to Wawiagama) was installed but WNOA proposed that the “gate be 
torn down”. 

LOGGING INFRACTIONS, 1977 to 1980 (OMNR Data Files) 

1977 – Oct. 18, Garbage Camp 26 Obabika Inlet; Jan 7, no culverts put in creek between Lynx & 
Cole Lakes; trees and debris also pushed into creek. Also cut 100 feet of a 200 foot canoe route 
reserve; improved log trail to within 50 feet contrary to approval. Jan 27, illegal use of logging 
camp. 

1979 – July 26, too large of a landing and road constructed which was not approved; dump 
constructed south of Narrows Bay. 

1980 – July 14, garbage at three locations (Jackpine Rd. Banting Twp & Hansen Lake; and on 
Red Squirrel Road. Road put in 400 feet into reserve area. 

1981 – Oct. 4, access beyond Red Squirrel Lake by occupants of Sirdevan Lake. Sept. 23, use of 
logging camp by others and garbage around Gull Lake Camp. Sept. 14, erosion of log landing 
and cutting of pine along edge of landing. Oct. 30, road bulldozed with no approval. June, 
changed road location without approval. Aug. repaired bridge without approval; cut large spruce 
with no approval within reserve area. 

1983 – Nov. 21, 2 improper culverts. Aug. 19, Granny Bay log landing larger than approval. 
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1984 – Oct 30, garbage around abandoned vehicle. April 10, garbage at camp location and 
extracting gravel without permission. 

1985 – July 3, garbage warning. 

1987 – use of logging camp for other purposes (Goulard). 3 unauthorized creek crossings. 2 
collapsed crossings (company told to repair). 1 charge under Lakes & Rivers Improvement Act, 
improper culverts and silting of stream. May 12, told to clean up garbage dump. 

1988 – use of logging camp for other purposes (Goulard) OMNR threatened to remove old camp. 

Statement: 

This listing of infractions are only the incidental ones that the OMNR recorded over this period. 
Because of the distance to drive to the remote parts of the district (Hwy 805/Goulard Rd. and the 
Liskeard Road from Elk Lake), infractions were only recorded on a sporadic basis. Many of 
these were discovered by me during my years working in Lands & Parks Branch. This has not 
changed; in fact, since the Temagami OMNR office has been moved to North Bay, the 
monitoring of access has been less than sporadic and ineffective. 

Why is Temagami Wilderness So Special? 

The fact that the traditional territory, N’Daki Menan, coupled with the inter-connected 
waterways for recreation, make this a world-class destination and special area. The aboriginal 
trail system would establish reason for protection. I have traveled extensively across Canada and 
the United States studying various wilderness parks and reserves, including New Zealand and 
Ireland with their world-renowned trail systems. Temagami ranks as one of the most unique 
because of the following reasons: 

Special Features Include: 

- 5,000 year-old Nastawgan aboriginal trails 

- Unique species of fish (aurora trout) Lady Evelyn headwaters region 

- Highest Points of Land in Ontario 

- Largest remaining stands of old-growth red & white pine 
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- One of the largest concentrations of prehistoric & historic archaeological sites on the 
Canadian Shield (only 10% known in Temagami/Conway) 

- Some of the largest nesting concentrations of great blue herons, osprey, pine warblers and 
merlins in Ontario 

- The last remaining region of a continuous tradition of wilderness folk arts such as 
wannigans and tumplines (canoe camp activity) 

- Clear water lakes and significant sand beaches for swimming 

- Numerous waterfalls and cataracts  

- The only existing Ontario park with adjoining hiking trails up significant heights of land 

- Backcountry experiences for flat and white-water paddling, including kayaking & 
SUP’ing 

- Unparalleled aesthetic beauty 

The inherent features that make Temagami unique are compared with those of other parks such 
as Quetico, Algonquin, Woodland Caribou and Wabakimi, all of which I am quite familiar. No 
other recreational park in Canada has the same qualifications or attributes. 

Lady Evelyn-Smoothwater Wilderness Park 

This map illustrates the original park 
configuration (approximate) that was drawn up 
by Derryk Renton (planner OMNR) and myself 
in 1979-80 (green boundary). Working from the 
OMNR SFR (Sensitive Features Reports) it was 
calculated that this would protect 93% of the 
sensitive values found within the Report. 

Regional Office, OMNR, specified that these 
boundaries would withdraw too much from the 
available forest inventory. The subsequent 
boundaries were arbitrarily changed to the four 
options found on the following map. New 
options DID NOT allow for contiguous 
connectivity or riparian considerations. 
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Even the size of the fourth option did not satisfy the 
requirements for the integrity of wilderness park 
standards set out by the OMNR blue book. It was the 
third option that was finalized, leaving no perimeter 
preserve, with little protection for the majority of 
sensitive features found within the SFR data bank. 

“Wilderness Parks are substantial areas where the forces 
of nature are permitted to function freely and where 
visitors travel by non-mechanized means and experience 
expansive solitude, challenge and personal integration 
with nature.”  OMNR definition 

 

Even with the addition of token conservation 
reserves and waterway parks, unregulated 
access continued to be a major problem 
throughout the district, particularly in the 
“gaps” left open specifically for logging 
purposes. Token parks were a political 
directive that still left 60% of the core area 
unprotected. 

The Red Squirrel Road connection to the 
Liskeard Road was authorized and approved 
by Robert McGee, District Manager, without 
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consultation with district branches. This was in contravention of the Environmental Assessment 
Act. 

    

…”everybody should have access to wilderness…” Bob McGee, Temagami District Manager 

1988 OMNR Soil Survey 

This OMNR funded survey was to determine soil type, depth and suitability for regeneration, 
type of cutting, etc. access to forest stands as opposed to protection forests. It took place during 
the EA for the Red Squirrel Road extension. Supervisor of the project, Maureen Kershaw, 
regional forest ecologist, also wanted a vegetation survey done at the same time. Contract 
workers did not know the vegetation well enough so it was scrapped. There was a lot of secrecy 
between Kershaw and John Johnson (survey manager); eventually he had to re-write the survey 
because of the way he categorized soils (too many references to “shallow” soils; he also had to 
re-title his legend to omit “bedrock” or “thin/shallow” soils which would indicate no-cutting 
within Shelburne Township). Contract workers knew there was extensive stands of old-growth 
pine but the OMNR denied this. Kershaw scraps the soil survey and writes up her own report. 

*Conversations with Doug Hamilton, OMNR Temagami District technician. 

B-52 Bombers Scheduled to Fly Over Lady Evelyn-Smoothwater Park 1987-88 

If there weren’t enough issues in Temagami, Ottawa grants permission for United States war 
planes to fly over the wilderness park. It allows F-111B, CF-18 and B-1B aircraft to fly at treetop 
levels over the park. After several flights there was such an uproar from local tourist operators 
that Ottawa disbanded the project. 

Wilderness Area put on IUCN List of Endangered Spaces 
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The International Union for the Conservation of Nature is based in Switzerland, is the world’s 
largest conservation organization and has access to 3,000 scientists. The Union placed Lady 
Evelyn-Smoothwater Park on the list because of the “development of a new access road to allow 
forestry operations” in the area. The Red Squirrel Road extension (15 km.) would effectively 
create a through road, bisecting the park (Daniel Committee & TAWG). 

The IUCN proposed: 

- Elimination by 1996 of the Liskeard Lumber Road. 

- The creation of a model management regime for the region. 

- The establishment of a Temagami Area Council to advise on area management. 

- Enhanced access control on existing logging roads. 

- A more rigorous environmental assessment of the proposed Red Squirrel Road. 

- Reallocation of timber licences to eliminate the need for the Liskeard Lumber Road. 

“IUCN notes with concern the proposal to “temporarily” extend the Red Squirrel Road, (pending 
a satisfactory environmental assessment). It is our understanding that the old growth red and 
white pine to the south and west of the provincial park warrant further protection. It would not 
appear to be in the long-term public interest to extend the life of a precarious local forest industry 
for a short time by the elimination of biologically valuable old growth forests. In our view, the 
natural values of the region have achieved a level of public recognition which warrant strong 
conservation value.”   H.K. Eidsvik, President to Norm Richards/OMNR Director. 

The Delcan Report for the OMNR Environmental Assessment on the Red Squirrel Road 

“PROVINCE ACCUSED OF CHANGING REPORT THAT WARNS OF DAMAGE” 

                                                          Toronto Star, March 1988 

The Environment Ministry approves the Consultant’s Report recommending the construction of 
the road. According to Delcan, a respected consulting firm with 600 employees, admits the 
province (OMNR) watered down the study to play down ecological damage caused by the road 
construction. “We could not change our professional opinion beyond a point; OMNR suggested 
we go beyond that point and we didn’t,” (Geza Teleki, Delcan). “They only looked at the road, 
not at what we consider to be equally important – impacts that arise because of the road.” 

OMNR manipulated Delcan’s study in the interests of saving forestry-industry jobs. Under the 
law, the challenged decisions were within the “absolute discretion” of the Minister , James 
Bradley, and not reviewable by the courts. 
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Letter from Gary Gallon, senior Policy Advisor, to Jim Bradley, Minister, March 31, 1988 

“A principal from Delcan told one of my sources that the company had been doing 
environmental assessments in Canada, United States, Europe and the Third World, for years. He 
said this is the first time Delcan experienced “substantial proponent interference in the 
production of an assessment document”; this being in reference to the Ministry of Natural 
Resources Environmental Assessment on the Red Squirrel Road…In retrospect, regarding the 
credibility of the environmental assessment process, the Ministry of the Environment should 
not have agreed to MNR’s request, and should have proceeded with an expeditious 
completion of the EA process under the Ministry’s legislative mandate.” 

Implications of Red Squirrel Road Decision (letter from Gallon to Bradley, May, 1988) 

“This is not a north vs. south issue on Temagami. Of the sixty-four requests for a hearing on the 
Red Squirrel Road, fifty-six came from the north…adding two waterway parks to the boundary 
of the Lady Evelyn Smoothwater Park constituting a 30% increase, is very attractive. But the 
groups may reject them out-of-hand. First, the two water parks will still be cut by the new Red 
Squirrel Road. Logging roads are not common through waterway parks. Secondly, waterway 
parks are narrow strips with two-hundred meters of land on either side. Logging will be allowed 
right up to these two hundred metre borders. It is the old stands of red and white pine outside 
these tow hundred metre strips that the groups want to protect. It is not just the matter of comfort 
and scenery for canoeists on the river. Thirdly, none of the groups, pro or con, will have had an 
opportunity to make input into the boundary creation for these two waterway parks.” 

INFRACTIONS (reported by Wilson) 
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Statement to the Standing Committee on Resources Development, OMNR 1984-5 
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Alan W. Pope Minister 

MODIFIED MANAGEMNT AREAS: 

Definition: “are to include no-cut zones or selected harvest zones or both – in order to protect 
certain economic, social and recreational features of an area where forestry activities are taking 
place. MMA’s will be declared where it is felt we should protect fish & wildlife habitat, scenic 

values, recreational and tourism areas…the forest industry will be responsible for 
implementing these MMA’s at their own expense…” 
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Statement: Above photo-map – showing the proximity between major roads. It takes two men 
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less than two days to cut an ATV trail between the two roads (OTC – trail stats). Bottom photo-
map illustrates the difficulty of monitoring between Temagami and Kirkland Lake District. 
Kirkland Lake District authorized a TOPS Trail (snowmobiling) to cross through the wilderness 
Park in the 1990’s. This was a winter bridge but the devastation to the river scenic is irreparable. 
Because it was a contingency plan, no public consultation was required. The question arises 
about the integrity of the headwaters of the river, particularly when there was a road access to 
timber already in existence on the other side of the river. 

1992 and 2018 Wild Fires In Lady Evely-Smoothwater Park 

 

1992 Fire 

Classed as a “recreational” 
fire by the OMNR it was 
started at an illegal campsite 
accessed by ATV road off 
the Liskeard Lumber Road. 

2018 Fire # 72, July 8 

Classed as a lightning fire. 
It is subject to investigation 
as it started in exactly the 
same place the 1992 did as 
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indicated on the maps. The access used in 1992 has been de-commissioned but new available 
ATV roads approach the lake from the north giving access by ATV to the lake. 

The 2018 fire devastated about 30% of the wilderness park. The OMNR created the impression 
that forestry economics were more important than tourism, predominantly through past actions 
that granted access to lumber companies. The creation of parks, and the suggested expansion 
including a perimeter reserve, created friction between environmentalists and loggers. It wasn’t 
unusual to hear local anti-park factions threaten to “burn down the park” if they can’t have 
access to it. 

“Northern Ontario would more than likely abandon its very hospitable and easy-going 
character and become one of the most unfriendly places for anyone to visit. We’ve had people 
saying that if this [proposed wilderness reserve] goes through, we are going to burn down tourist 
establishments.”  Gary Courtemanche of the Ontario Federation of Anglers & Hunters 

                                                                             Toronto Star, Feb. 1988 

It was at this time canoe tourists were not served gas, often threatened or driven off the road by 
logging trucks. 

Statement: 

Had the OMNR controlled the access, local mechanized sportsmen would not have access to 
park lakes. There were already new roads pushed into Tretheway and Makobe Lakes from the 
Liskeard Road; as well, ATV’s were seen on the beach at Anvil Lake where access was gained by 
way of the Cooke Lake Road. If the 2018 fire and the 1992 fire were both intentionally set, the 
OMNR would be responsible for lack of duty-of-care and perhaps even criminal negligence by 
not securing appropriate access points; in the least, investigate and properly deal with the access 
to McGiffin Lake. 

“With regards to the Temagami area, my ministry will undertake specific measures to return 
Lady Evelyn-Smoothwater Provincial Park to its true wilderness status.” 
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                  Speaking Notes for Vincent Kerrio, Minister of Natural Resources 

!  

The Economic Value of Non-Timber Resource Use 

1984, The Arboreal Emblem Act, names the white pine Ontario’s provincial tree. 

PROFIT IN PARKS, NOT LUMBER ~ Environment Probe Study, Financial Post, 1991 

“Recreational use of Ontario’s forests has the potential to bring far greater riches to the 
provincial economy than logging, a new study commissioned by the province suggests. The 
study estimates provincial parks are worth as much as $6 billion a year to Ontario’s economy and 
could be worth billions more through expansion and the addition of new campsites. “Our parks 
are worth a lot of money,” said Environment Probe researcher Adam White, who surveyed more 
than 4,000 park users for the study. “That is largely unknown to the government and ignored by 
the forest industry.” 
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FACT: Canada is one of four world countries with appreciable wilderness remaining. As a 
commodity, the paucity of wilderness becomes far more valuable in the world tourism trade. 
Poorly managed forestry initiatives only degrade the value of wilderness. In Temagami, the 
OMNR is sacrificing the Canoe Culture by exaggerating local economic gains by the logging 
companies that no longer exist. There is only 6.3 million hectares, or 5.5% of Ontario’s 
wilderness dedicated to parks vs 32 million hectares of forest where logging is permitted. 

Defining Temagami’s Non-Consumptive Tourism 

The tradition of back-country recreation (paddle-sports and/or release-type fishing) currently fits 
into five types: 

- EcoTourism, Adventure Tourism, Geo Tourism, Nature-based Tourism & Sustainable 
Tourism (definitions, 1990, International Ecotourism Society & Worldwide Watch) 

There is a cross-pollination of ideals, motivations and ethical fabric that defines travel in 
Temagami’s back-country; all offer market-linked, long-term solutions and economic incentives 
for conserving & enhancing bio-diversity and helps protect the natural & heritage values. This 
industry has been growing incrementally by 20%-34% per year, three times faster than any other 
sector of tourism. 

During the Temagami Area Working Group and the Comprehensive Planning Council period, as 
well as past EA hearings, several groups compared Temagami with Ely Minnesota who take 
advantage of the Boundary Waters Canoeing Area for economic stability. On a comparative 
basis, Temagami region communities, adjacent to an expanded park would generate a tourism 
trade worth $132 million (1990); “soft” wilderness tourism, similar to the Hwy. 60 corridor 
through Algonquin Park, would spend the most on local services for day use recreation. 
Temagami town was not receptive of this option even though forestry jobs were disappearing 
steadily, and processing was done outside the region. The White Bear Forest was promoted 
locally, but the town did not understand the greater economic value of an expanded park system. 

Citizen’s Groups win Important Forestry Court Case Against Government 

“The court agreed that the Minister of Natural Resources broke the law when he approved these 
forest management plans. The Minister approved the plans with no thought to the long-term life 
and health of the forests, and that is simply illegal. You cannot put short-term logging interests 
over the public’s interest in the sustainability of the whole forest, including the animals and 
water.”      Tom Heintzman, Sierra Legal Defence Fund, Onatrio Court of Justice, 1998 
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Admission by George Tough, Deputy Minister, OMNR, “Multiple Land Use & Forestry in 
Temagami 

“The 1989 Environics poll done for Forestry Canada on forestry issues shows that 65% of 
Canadians think government is not doing enough to ensure reforestation, and less than 5% find 
government officials or politicians credible sources of information on forestry issues…we have 
not always done a perfect job of managing the forests, at least partly because the science of forest 
management, knowledge must be gathered over decades, or even centuries. We have not been 
successful in balancing conifer harvest and renewal in the past…in the past the belief that the 
professional foresters were the sole forestry experts led us, on occasion, to be less flexible than 
we might have been in adapting our planning methods.” 

NOTHING HAS CHANGED 

The use of Gates to Deter Access 

On the issue of “gating”, Chief Gary Potts was less optimistic than the OMNR on the 
effectiveness of that device to limit access. He told Committee Members of an episode where he 
encountered three male hunters who had trespassed beyond a gate guarded by police. Chief Potts 
does not share the view that the OMNR can control the roads through Gating. 

(Draft Transcript, 22 November 1989, 12: “Standing Committee on Resources Development in Temagami” 

Dr. Harold Cumming, SCRDT, reference: “Access Roads and Their Impact on Resource Management 

“Once a lake is accessed, the Ministry with its current level of management has no way of 
controlling how many people can go in there to fish…the moose population is also affected by 
road access. When you put a new road through, that is where all the hunters go because that is 
where the best moose hunting is.” 

Statement: 

I presented statistics gained through the Freedom of Information Act from the Temagami OMNR 
Fish & Wildlife files that showed a correlation to increased hunting success and new forestry 
roads. These were presented to the TAWG and Daniels Working Group where I participated as a 
Committee member. Red Squirrel Road, Liskeard Road, 805 north, Roosevelt Road were studied 
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for Bear & Moose success rates. The first year a forestry road was open to the public (or through 
illegal access), the success rates were extremely high; all following years (5), the success rate 
was near zero. Forest Company timber plans are often designed to skirt remote lakes where it is 
easy for forest workers to build tertiary ATV access roads (Fryer, Baie Jeanne timber plans). 
Because hunting and fishing are prime local activities for forestry workers, new roads placate to 
the recreational whims of consumptive local interests without regard for gates or trespasses. 

With the current proliferation of forestry roads, and the determination of hunter/angler groups, 
and the meager reserve assigned to sensitive waterways, it is easy for sports-people to cut new or 
connect to other forestry roads to ensure a through avenue to their destination. This is common 
across all forest lands in eastern Canada. 

“The need to plan for the management, maintenance and enhancement of these resources is 
critical to the survival of the tourism industry. Unfortunately, the current Timber Management 
Planning (TMP) process, which serves as a primary vehicle for undertaking such planning is 
failing the tourism industry and, in particular, the remote tourism industry.”        

                               Elk Lake Community Forest, 1994, “Maintenance of Traditional Access” 

“Historically, wildlife resources has been valued at or near zero, thus rendering wildlife and 
wildlife habitat particularly vulnerable to displacement by other uses.” 

Agriculture & Forestry Bulletin, 1983, “The Use of Economics in the Evaluation of Wildlife 
Resources”  W.E. Phillips; W.L.Adamowicz 

THE IMPACT OF ACCESS ROADS ON TEMAGAMI”S CANOE CULTURE 

It is our professional opinion that tourism has declined dramatically within the Temagami region 
for various reasons. Our remote lodge in the Lady Evelyn Park has kept a Visitor’s Log Book 
since 1980. By the number of canoeists passing through and signing the register, we have 
determined that traffic has declined by more than 200% since the 1990’s. Temagami at this time 
had four operating canoe rental establishments, now there are only two and these have been 
downsized considerably (Smoothwater & Temagami Outfitting). Here are the reasons for the 
decline: 

1). OMNR have no budget for Crown Land maintenance of canoe routes. Maintenance within 
parks is sloppy and sporadic. OMNR prefers to have less traffic in Crown Land areas where 
logging is taking place. Portages not maintained. 
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2). Long-standing public issues and unfriendly treatment in local communities; lack of services 
catering to the industry for “soft” adventures in particular. 

3). Increased instances of road crossings, timber activities, general traffic issues. Undocumented 
roads and ATV access and garbage problems. 

4). Other canoeing areas are less controversial (Quetico, Killarney, Algonquin, Woodland 
Caribou, Wabikimi Parks). 

                                SUMMARY 
Request for an Individual Environmental Assessment for Issues NOT addressed 

                          In a formal Class Environmental Assessment 

                         Access Roads and the Ontario Canoe Culture 

                        Ontario contains 269,000 square kilometres of harvestable forest 

                                                            Less than 6% is protected 

                                There are 40,000 kilometres of logging roads 
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                                Len Gilday, “Nature of Things” cinematographer 

                                       filming old-growth at Lahay Lake – an area left out  

                                       of the 2019-29 FMP inventory. 

Non-Timber Values, the Temagami Canoe Culture and Access 

“Despite organizational changes, the OMNR essentially remains as a conservative bureaucracy 
that has not kept pace with the dramatic changes that are occurring within the OMNR’s operating 
environment. This problem is reflected in the OMNR’s inadequate understanding and 
management of non-timber values. The problem is also reflected in the virtual absence of 
qualified OMNR staff who are technically capable of acquiring and using the necessary 
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information on non-timber values.”   Non-Timber Values & Forest Management in Ontario, filed on 
behalf of Forests for Tomorrow (coalition), hearing before the EA Assessment Board 

Historically, the OMNR land-use guidelines, provincial & otherwise, have little understanding or 
direction for the wise management of non-timber values, as it pertains to the Temagami Canoe 
Culture.  OMNR has not performed due diligence in applying economic benefits of non-timber 
values within its scope of integrated management objectives; they have only focused on the 
economic value of the timber resource which nullifies any attempt at providing balanced, 
knowledgeable and sustainable use of the district forest resource.  

HOW THE TEMAGAMI FMP 2019-2029 CONTRAVENES THE FOLLOWING: 

~ Environmental Bill of Rights & the Statement of Environmental Values 

~ Temagami Integrated Planning for Crown Land Recreation 

~ Section 35 of the Constitution Act 1982 

~ Ontario Trails Act, 2016  

Environmental Bill of Rights & the Statement of Environmental Values  

The Temagami Land Use Plan for Parks states that: 

“…to ensure the long-term health of ecosystems by protecting and conserving our valuable soil, 
aquatic resources, forest and wildlife resources as well as their biological foundations…” 

Since the inception of the Lady Evelyn-Smoothwater Wilderness Park in 1983, the surrounding 
backcountry canoe routes which form an integral part of the known “Temagami Wilderness 
Experience” has suffered greatly. The increase in uncontrolled access roads due to logging (or 
otherwise) has led to a depreciation of traditional experiences. 

MNRF statistics tabled during the Temagami Working Group sessions (I represented traditional 
non-consumptive interests) clearly indicated an on-going problem with unregulated access. 
MNRF “road/logging infractions” (found in this document), clearly indicated contraventions to 
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closed gates; in addition, MNRF statistics on success rates for moose and black bear indicated 
high success during the first year only after new roads were open to the public. Subsequent years 
saw a dramatic decrease in success rates, indicating localized depletion of available resources. 

It was also evident that logging companies designed forest access roads to run adjacent to remote 
lakes. The logging culture in Temagami dictates, in many cases, the availability of new resources 
for off-time employee recreation. New ATV trails from logging access roads to these lakes have 
been constantly unchecked or unregulated. Relatively new access, such as the Cross Lake access, 
was a direct result of new logging roads. 

The current logging adjacent to Twinkle Lake, open to the general public, is experiencing ATV 
access off spur-roads. Other logging access roads – the Hwy# 805 corridor to Yorston Lake, the 
Cooke Lake Road, Red Squirrel Road, etc. have all experienced the creation of new access 
points. The Twinkle Lake road off hwy # 805 is now less than 1.5 kilometres (refer to map) from 
the Red Squirrel Road and it has been the intention of local fishers/hunters to make this 
connection to gain access to remote lakes. The MNRF has a poor standing record of access 
control over the past thirty years. 

Generally, the LUP for Temagami Parks does not address the traditional cultural and recreational 
values; rather the economic value of timber stands has been the main emphasis at the cost of 
backcountry experiences. The proliferation of roads within an area that was initially designated 
“protected” land (first draft of the LE-S Wilderness Park 1981 Renton & Wilson) has also 
resulted in economic losses for local communities (poor experiences have been a cause for 
prospective tourists to travel farther afield to Wabakimi, Quetico and Woodland Caribou parks). 

This is based on general outfitting success and private journals, user-statements and blog 
comments. 

What is Traditional Access? 

Traditional Aceess, as defined by Brian Molder, Temagami Branch OMNR, 1980’s, 

“any timber trail or access that has seen continual use for at least ten years.” 

As an OMNR field technician, and continuous tourist operator in the Temagami wild lands, it 
was clearly evident that many of the unregulated “illegal” ATV trails to remote lakes are often 
not detected for many years; or not until the level of use at this site increases (garbage at 
campsites left by motor-campers, etc.). Local sports groups realize this and often create new 
roads in secret. Backed by the OFAH (“Access is our Right”), and the OMNR’s own definition 
of “traditional” access, these points of entry into once pristine inaccessible waterways are 
allowed to happen and, in almost all cases, remain open. 
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In response to my concerns regarding Statement of Environmnetal Values I received a response 
from the North Bay District Forester stating: 

“…the plan makes use of appropriate existing guides and computer models to evaluate strategies 
and develop management prescriptions that promote healthy ecosystems, sites, and natural 
populations…” 

This is not acceptable knowing that OMNR has insufficient knowledge or “existing” guides to 
make wise decisions and, a vague computer model to rely on which lacks current field data. The 
OMNR continues to mock science and economic values other than those attributed to the forest 
extraction-based needs, uses tired rhetoric to bolster what ‘sounds’ to be plausible science. 

The OMNR, within their own studies and documentation on road and gate infractions, logging 
infractions, over-fishing and hunting, have not been put to conceptual use during the planning 
stage beyond using computer models. 

Temagami Integrated Planning for Crown Land Recreation 

Within the report, clause 2.5.2 states: 

“…much of the recreational land use which occurs in the protected areas also occurs on the 
unregulated Crown Lands in the Temagami area. As noted previously, the entire area is renowned 
for its backcountry canoeing opportunities. Sixty percent of this occurs on Crown Land.” 

MNRF guidelines has acknowledged the fact that only 40% of the canoeing experience falls 
under the protective status of existing parks and reserves. However, several of the reserves have 
been accessed by new logging roads and activities. This reduces the actual percentage of total 
area where values are protected or observed. Since Waterway Class Parks and Conservation 
Reserves have little protective status, there remain few areas left for backcountry recreationists to 
enjoy traditional experiences. In addition, the MNRF have no funds to maintain either parks or 
Crown Lands for recreational purposes, nor are there funds to maintain or monitor the growing 
number of new access points. 

In response to concerns the OMNR states: 

“These protected areas will continue to be managed for remote roadless recreation, lodge-based 
and backcountry commercial tourism use, and will protect old growth forests and significant 
natural and cultural heritage features within the parks.” 

The OMNR evaded my concern about travel outside the parks where roads are being constructed 
with total disregard for other values (see Lady Evely Bridge 2018, and access roads into 
McGiffin Lake inside the wilderness park). The OMNR has NOT been able to protect values 
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within said parks let alone expect us to believe that they can manage even more roads within the 
60% of land used by backcountry recreationists. 

Section 35 of the Constitution Act 1982 

Lee Maracle (Indigenous author and critic of Section 35), states that “section 35 of the 
Constitution Act 1982 only reinforces the ‘colonialist’ attitude of the government.” The 
Temagami “nastawgan” and “bon-ka-naw” are very much part of the Indigenous culture and 
revered as the oldest, still-intact aboriginal trail system in the world. Yet, most of it is 
unprotected and continues to erode under the current FMP for 2019-2029 as indicated by the 
proliferation of new roads and access points. Much of the area west of Obabika Lake has had no 
archaeological investigation prior to road building or clearcut logging. Current and planned 
logging operations within the designated “Temagami Wilderness Area” (MNRF) have, and will 
continue to erode traditional values. See deposition by Regional Archaeologist Thor Conway 
stating that only 10% of FN and heritage values have been documented in Temagami). 

Despite agreements between OMNR and the TFN & TAA, there lacks a true representation of 
values within the FMP. OMNR replies to my concerns regarding Section 35: 

“…A Report of Identified Aboriginal Values was also prepared following operational planning.” 

The declaration during the Land Caution courts by Thor Conway, and the dissolution of his study 
within the Temagami District (see earlier reference) is an indication that the OMNR then, and 
now, do not want to examine the 90% of potential archaeological and cultural sites that remain 
undocumented. This information may not be known to the TAA & TFN, having only the few 
sites documented by Conway and found within the OMNR SFR Reports. A full archaeological 
study should be done in all 2019-2029 FMP areas slated for road-building and logging. The 
OMNR is brushing over the fact that they do not have a full inventory by adding jargon, 
rhetorical analysis and theory to their responses. 

Ontario Trails Act, 2016 

The Ontario Trails Strategy: 
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8(1) The Minister shall maintain an Ontario Trails Strategy, 

(a) That sets out strategic direction for the establishment, management, promotion and use 
of “trails” in Ontario, and 

(b) That is guided by the vision of a province that has a world-class system of diversified 
trails, that are planned and used in an environmentally responsible manner, and that 
enhances the health and prosperity of all Ontarians. 

Interpretation: The purpose of the Act are as follows: 

(1) To increase awareness about and encourage the use of trails, 

(2) To enhance trails and the trail experience, 

(3) To protect trails for today’s generation and future generations, 

(4) To recognize the contribution that trails make to quality of life in Ontario. 

Ontario Trails Strategy & the Inclusion of Water Trails in the Ontario Registry 

Trails Classification Standards: 

As an expert witness I represented water trails during the Classifications Strategy sessions. Water 
trails and portage routes now form an integral part of the Ontario recognized trail inventory. I 
also worked on mapping and providing a trails manual for 1,250 kilometres of the Great Trail 
(Trans Canada Trail), as well as an inventory of water trails for the province of Manitoba for 
their Adventure Tourism Strategy. Where the OMNR was negligent in providing accurate maps 
for the Missinaibi Waterway Park, and where there were more than two dozen deaths, I mapped 
out the river and provided an accurate guidebook. 

User-surveys have been carried out in the past, by OMNR and by NGO’s. Over the years, with 
the increased access in Temagami, and where surveys were not taken on a grand scale, these 
surveys did not represent a true figure of backcountry use. As well, past surveys through the 
AYCTL (Association of Youth Camps on the Temagami Lakes) and the TLA (Temagami Lakes 
Association) indicate a substantial economic value to wilderness tourism. 

Because the OMNR do not maintain trails on Crown Land, where more than 60% of canoe 
routes travel, nor consider the disruption by logging practices on user-numbers (border-season 
travelers in particular); nor protect viewscapes (Maple Mountain) and other aesthetic features, it 
remains obvious that they do not have either the integrity or willingness to follow provincial 
strategies or global trends concerning trails. The OMNR recognized the importance of protecting 
water & portage trails in Temagami when they first produced the Temagami Canoe Route 
Inventory guide and made it available to the public. Following that with a vigorous canoe 
maintenance program that extended into three other administrative districts. 
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A change in Lands & Parks staff, directives to approve FMP’s without scrutinizing non-timber 
values, and a blatant lack of expertise, have all had a deleterious effect on the integrity and the 
economic value of the Temagami Canoe Culture. 

The proliferation of roads within unprotected zones, gates that do not work, and weak promises 
to protected sensitive features, have eroded the Canoe Culture in Temagami over the years. The 
OMNR also realize that hunting & fishing in Ontario has been stressed through access to water 
bodies. Licencing is good business for the government. To remedy the lack of resources, OMNR 
support local fish-stocking initiatives but that has proven to be a poor method of sustaining a 
healthy resource. As well, the proliferation of roads (beginning with the OMNR’s “open road” 
policy, Alan Pope) and the pressure from OFAH, new roads meant available resources to placate 
the needs of the sports people. 

Acadia, Selby, Sladen, Shelburne, Canton, Le Roche, Kittson, Cole, Brigstocke, Aston, 
Banting, Cynthia, Chambers, Briggs, Cross Lake region, Best & Hwy 11 east. 

I presented the OMNR with concerns about the current FMP as it pertains to each of these 
townships. It was always the same answer – berms and gates will control access. These are only 
temporary fixes while local ATV enthusiasts find a way to circumvent the blockage. Because of 
fires, the incentive is for logging companies to extract timber from secondary or often more 
sensitive areas as a contingency to those areas lost. OMNR have not controlled the access into 
Lady Evelyn-Smoothwater Park (1992 access to McGiffin, 2018 access into McGiffin) and new 
roads threaten to come within 2 kilometres of the park boundary. 

                                                  Final Summation 

During a period where OMNR went through change, the closing of the Temagami Branch office, 
and lack of funds for non-timber values (archaeology, soils, tourism research), they have focused 
only on internal operations regarding forestry needs. Public care for the environment has grown 
over the years, in both northern Ontario and southern Ontario. The OMNR continue to project 
short-sighted needs of only one industry, and that has had devastating effects on the Canoe 
Culture in Temagami. 

The OMNR seems not to understand the momentum to protect what precious wilderness we have 
remaining. International organizations and environmental groups in have questioned the 
‘wisdom’ of the Ontario government forest practices, especially in Temagami. The IUCN put the 
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core wilderness of Temagami on a world endangered list for good reason; the Red Squirrel Road 
was decommissioned for good reason. 

OMNR’s grasp on socio-economic values are poor. This is unusual as there exists a plethora of 
available information on non-timber values. But, aside from uninformed computer paradigms 
and untried models there lacks an intimate touch with reality. Timber removed from the sensitive 
areas prescribed by the current FMP are not processed in the town of Temagami and provide few 
local jobs. The potential for Temagami to regain its status as a “wilderness” destination with 
protected values can only be attained if the current FMP is, in the least, subject to an 
environmental assessment bump-up. 

!  
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Failure to Address “Stakeholder” Concerns 

“The OMNR has taken up the term “stakeholder” as a catch-all expression concerning informal 
information (Summary Effects of Timber Management Operations on the Socio-Economic 
Environment, Forests for Tomorrow). One can only wonder, however, at how serious the 
Ministry is about involving stakeholders. Forests for Tomorrow’s Witness Statement No. 2: 

“despite the attempt to communicate with the MNR informally as well as formally, our concerns 
have had little impact on decisions.” 

This is a common problem with communications by non-timber representatives during public 
sessions. OMNR staff must be held accountable so that stakeholder requests find their way into 
the planning process. 

“Although overall Ministry direction indicates that resource management is oriented toward 
producing social and economic benefits, this direction has become mere rhetoric.” F for T 

MAP ON PREVIOUS PAGE – Areas of Concern 

The areas indicated by red outlines contain approximately 60% of those areas outside the 
protected zones (OMNR maintains 60% of canoe routes are located outside protected areas). 
These are also areas that: 

- Have very sporadic maintenance usually carried out by Friends of Temagami. 

- The heaviest concentration of forest access roads. 

- The most problems with non-conforming uses due to road access & logging. 

These are basic reasons why the backcountry tourist traffic, in this author’s professional opinion 
based on user stats and current socio-economic conditions, have declined by 60% as a 
conservative estimate. This economic calamity rests on the inadequacy of the Land Use 
Guidelines and Forest Management Plans. OMNR continues to carry on “business-as-usual” 
using predispositioned formulas with an obvious bias towards consumptive forestry practices. 
For the adventure tourism trade in Northeast Ontario, this translates into millions of lost 
revenues. The OMNR has effectively reduced the quality inventory of canoe routes by 60% and 
at a time when global trends demand more wilderness or nature-based experiences. Forestry and 
road building operations in these areas should be halted until the OMNR: 
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(1) Carry out a full archaeological inventory with the inclusion of prehistoric nastawgan 
canoe trails as part of the Identified Aboriginal Values. 

(2) Complete the soil survey in all townships slated for logging, including any contingency 
sites identified in the 2019-2029 FMP. 

(3) Correlate data for hunting/angling success rates associated with forest access roads within 
the FMP area over the past 10 years. 

(4) Investigate the 1992 and 2018 fires that started at the same location on McGiffin Lake 
inside the Lady Evelyn-Smoothwater Wilderness Park. 

(5) Establish true socio-economic values for non-timber use to be integrated with those 
values known to OMNR for forestry into acceptable standards for future planning. 

       ACCESS ROADS AND THEIR IMPACT ON RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 

         Standing Committee on Resources Development, Legislative Assembly, 1989 

Dr. Harold Cumming, co-author of the Benson Report, on concerns that improved access in 
Temagami will put considerable pressure on the fish in nearby lakes and the wildlife population. 

“…once a lake is accessed, the Ministry with its current level of management has no way of 
controlling how many people can go in there to fish…restocking a lake with fish is not always a 
successful alternative.” 

THIS STATEMENT WAS MADE WHEN OMNR HAD AN OPERATIONAL BASE IN 
TEMAGAMI; TODAY, BASED OUT OF NORTH BAY, OMNR HAS NOT THE 
MANPOWER, TIME OR FUNDING TO ADEQUATELY MAINTAIN EVEN MORE ROADS 
AS OUTLINED IN THE CURRENT FMP. 

THE CURRENT CANOE CULTURE TOURISM ECONOMY IS CLINGING TO THE 
REMAINING 40% OF PROTECTED INVENTORY…EVEN THAT HAS BEEN 
COMPROMISED (McGiffen Lake, Lady Evelyn-Smoothwater Wilderness Park). 
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